I highly recommend this summer school to anyone who is interested in migration matters. For me as a Chinese student it was really scary to travel to Europe as I have never been there before. However, when I arrived at the University of Groningen I felt at home. People there are very friendly and they shared their different opinions and minds with each other. It was very useful that we had a lot of brain storm activities; we exchanged our thoughts and minds and this helped to improve our understanding of the topic. At this summer school, there were a lot of guest speakers who were invited to give us important presentations. We could ask them any questions we wanted directly. From the speakers I learned a lot about the refugees and migration matters, the real situation migrants face, the policy makers’ worries, and what they are trying to do to help improve the situation of migrants. Finally, I hope all of you who are interested can attend this summer school, I am convinced that you will have a unforgettable experience!

Xiangyu (Liv), Anhui University, China, Master student in Law

Participating in the Migration Matters Summer School was a challenging and exciting experience. Apart from exploring the various phases of forced migration, we had the opportunity to meet recent refugees who shared with us their stories and to interact with experts from the field. Coming from a legal background, this summer school offered me a new insight on migration and widened my perspective in many ways. What I enjoyed most, was the fact that I had the chance to work together with a group of people from different countries and create our very own project. Giving a presentation in the City Hall in front of political and NGO representatives is definitely a moment I will not forget! Finally, the excellent organization and structure of the whole programme from the beginning to the end was highly appreciated.

Fay Emvoliadou, University of Groningen, Master of Laws student (International Human Rights Law)

I am an MA Student of Migration and Intercultural Relations and after having the chance of taking part in the summer school 'Migration Matters', my horizons have definitely been widen. Most important areas related to the topic were contemplated such as integration, livelihood or empowerment. For me personally, the most enriching part was having the opportunity of listening the views and experiences either of refugees and migrants or politicians and professionals of the field. Furthermore, the psychological perspective of the summer school was something quite new and very useful for my own understanding and research view. 'Migration Matters' really summarized during that week the matters of migration!

Maria Viñuela, Master student of European Master in Migration and Intercultural Relations (EMMIR), Spain